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MULTICULTURALISM, RACIAL
JUSTICE, AND COMMUNITY:
Reflections on Charles Taylor's
"Politics of Recognition"

M

any philosophers are wary ahout recent calls for
greater culturailliversity in university currit'ula, especially demands that non-Western traditions and
modes of thought he givel~ significant recognition.
Philosophy departments are often among the last to institute such changes
and to join interdisciplinary efforts at implementing this diversity. Philosophy has, until very recently, contrihuted little to the puhlic and campus lIebates concerning multiculturalism and has even heen slow to take up the
more strictly "philosophical" issues involvell. But, I will suggest, attention to
multiculturalism should he seen as a hoon to philosophy, and philosophy
may have a unique contribution to make in this an'a.
Important as the strictly disciplinary area is, philosophy also has a role 10
play in contrihuting to making campus conunilllities "just, caring, open, and
civil," in the words of the im'portant 1990 Carnegie Foundation report
"Campus I.ife: In Search of Community,'" A significant 'Step toward overcoming philosophy's isolation in hoth the puhlic ~nd the campus domains
has heen taken hy the authors of MultiOlltlfralism a"d "The ,'"lilies "f Refogtlitio,," - especially by Charles Taylor in his long lead essay, "The Politics
of Recognition," hut also hy Amy Gutmann in her introduction, and Susan
Wolf, Michael Walzer, and Steven Rockefeller in their comments on Taylor. l
This superh and important work is the first major statenll'nt of a distinctly
philosophical approach to the issue of multiculturalism that engages directly
with the current controversies on campus. I Its existence significantly raises
the level of dehate, and I will assess its contrihution as part of my own
discussion of multiculturalism.
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My primary suhstantive claim is that there is a range of values desirahle in
a multir'Kial, multicultural campus specifically concerned with racial/cultural dif/ncncc. These values are seldom dearly distinguishcd and are often
enlirely run togl,ther. For example, the Carnegie study just mentioned deVOtl'S a chaptn each to six chararteristics it advocates for college communitics: purposeful, opl'n, just, disciplined, caring, and celehrative. The report
tahs up ra~ial/cultural issues primarily in its "Just Community" ~hapter,
possihly implying a conccplUal unity to the diverse issues of access and retention, ignorance of groups and traditions other than onc's own, outright disrrimination, and minority in-group exclusiveness. And racial/cultllfal issues
are not ml'mioncd at all in the "Caring Community" chapter, thus implying
cit her that a sensc of interracial "caring" is not particularly important, or
that there are no spccial prohlems ahout developing caring across racial or
elhuic dividl's. I\oth of these implications arc incorrect and stem from a
failure to sec till' diversity of values surrounding racial and ethnic differences
in lIlultiracial colleges. Failure to note this range and diversity of values
undnstates the l'lJlnplex tasks involved in realizing them all, hlinds us to
possihle tensions among them, and diverts us from raising the question of
how hl'St to minimize those tl'nsions in the hest realization of all these values.
I will Ill'gin to sort out these normative issues hy discussing three values
one would want emhodicd in a college community (hoth in and out of its
classrooms): ( I ) opposition to racism (concern for racial justice); (2.) multiculturalism; and (.l) sense of community, connection, or common humanity.
Thc tnminolol-\y is somewhat arbitary, hut each will be explained in turn. I
will also occasionally hring in a fourth value - respecting persons as individuals - ihat is central to Taylor's argument.

OPPOsmON TO RACISM
TI1l' notion of "racism" is a highly charged one and is used in contemporary parlann' in a numher of ways. Although the numher of unquestionahly
racist ilKidents on campuses has increased in the past decade,4 there have
also Iwen ffl·l.Juent yet more controversial charges of racism for various sorts
of rcmarks and hehavior. I want to suggest that the core meaning of "racism"
is ~'olll1l'rted with the domi""tion or I'it·timization of some groups hy others,
an~1 with heliefs and attitudes that directly support such domination hy dc-
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daring the suhordinate groups inferior or less worthy than the dOll1'inant
groups. \ I will call an act, belief, attitude, or reaction "ral:ist" if it expresses
(explicitly or implicitly) a view of members of a racial group as heing inferior
or of lesser worth. Racism need not he conscious. A remark may he racist
whether its maker realizes this or not; and a person may hold a racist attitude
without realizing she is doing so. For this and otht'r reasons, it is misleading
to confine racism to explicit heliefs.·
This conception of racism retains the commonsense idea that racism can
be manifested hy individuals, and that such individual racism' is something to
be condemned, on the grounds that it denies human equality across racial
differences. I make this point to counteract a tendency til see racism solely as
an attribute of social systems - for example, ones th,lt disadvantage one
group based on its race. Such views either entirely define away the possibility
of using "racist" and "racism" as terms for the moral assessment of individual hehavior, attitudes, and remarks, or they lead to a reductionist and misleading collapsing of the individual level into the systemic one (for instance,
by declaring an act racist if it in fact contributes to supporting a racist system,
not racist if it does not).
Nevertheless, on my view the existence of systemic social racism does
remain an essential reference point in the evaluation of individual racism.
Individual racist remarks, attitudes, and the like are to he condemned partly
because they are precisely the sorts of attitudes that provide normative and
psychic underpinning to racist social strut'tures. That is, we do not fully
understand the moral opprobrium rightly attaching to individual racist comportment if we see it only as a denial of human racial etluality. We must, in
addition, he aware that this denial on the individual 'level has heen an essential part of the maintenance of systemic social structures that subordinate
groups who are the target of racism.
The moral value underlying opposition to racism is, then, the hasic human
equality accepted (at least in principle) by most democratic societies. Divergence from this value on the basis of race is rightly regarded as one of the
most pernicious and damaging forms of the denial of human equality and is,
for this reason, widely condemned (if less widely avoided in pr'Ktit'e).
On this account of "racism" the following phenomena, often called "racist," are not (necessarily, or usually) racist: (I) departure from pure meritocratic justice: for example, affirmative action programs that select a stu,
dent of color with lower test scores over a white student with higher ones; (1.)
minority exclusiveness: for example, black students sitting together in the
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college dining room, with the effect (not nC('essarily intended) of making
nonhhl(ks fce/uncomfortahle joining them; (3) stercotyping: for example, a
whitt, student's automatically and unthinkingly assuming that a Latino student is from a lowrr sociorconomic hackground than his own.
The tirst of these is not (generally) racist, hecause the purposes and rationale of such affirmative anion programs is not the presumption of inferiority of the nonprcferred groups hut is, rather, compensation for past
discrimination or a counterweight to (often difficult-w-pin-down) current
prejllllic'r against the preferred groups. The second phenomenon (minority
exclusive/It'ss) is not racist, hecause wanting to he with "one's own kind,"
especially (hut not only) in contexts in which one's group has not heen, or is
currently not, fully accepted, is not typically premised on a sense of superi·
ority to nonlllcmhers of one's group. (It would he racist, on my account,
how('v('r, if mcmhers of the hhKk group did helieve in white inferiority.) The
third examplc (stercotyping), too, does not necessarily involve the stereotyper hdieving that I.atinos are i,,(erior; although many stereotypes do involvc a negative view of the group stereotyped, not all do.
The failure of tht'se three phenomena (necessarily) to he racist does not
mean, however, that these actions and policies cannot he criticized as violating some other moral value appropriate to culturally pluralistic and multiracial comlllunities (especially college communities). An overemphasis on ingroup solidarity, even among groups not fully accepted, can he harmful to
the achit'v('ment of a sense of community across racial divisions, as well as
Ulnstricting to the individuality of memhers of the group in question. And
stereotyping, whether negative or not, is inimical to seeing other persons as
individu.lls and readily plays into (when it is not itself yet) racism. Poorly
handlt'd affirmalivc action programs can also he harmful to some multicultural ('lllls - ~1 sense of community, for example - even while they may
serve the goal of racial justice; and there may he other values connel'ted with
justice (thollgh not necessarily racial justice) violated hy certain affirmative
action programs. ~·ty point here is precisely that there are sel'eral values
rdevant to a multiracial community - values (such as opposition to racial
inju'itice, illlt'tracial community, treating persons as individuals) that are
distinct from one another, and that can conflict.
Although all racism is had, on my account of racism as "dominanceattitude" not all manifestations of racism are equally had. There is a moral
<lsymmetry in manifestations of racism. li, oversimplify a complex issue,
racist atlitlldl's that lend support to an actually existing systemic structure of
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racial injustice, and in which the possessor of the racist attitude is .1 memher
of a dominant group, are (l'eteris parihus) /l'orse than racist attitudes held hy
a memher of a suhordinate group toward a memher of a dominant group; for
the latter do not support an existing structure of domination, while the
former do. For example, heliefs in and doctrines of white inferiority to people
of color are genuinely racist and deserve condemnation. Yet these manifestations of racism toward whites are not as had, dangl'rous, or condemnahle as
doctrines of white superiority to people of color (or attitudes exprt'ssing
those doctrines), because the latter hut not the former playa role in supporting actual structures of injustice. This is why, in the United States, white
supremacist groups are mure morally ohjectionahle than, say, hlack racist
groups, though hoth are deeply objectionable.
The source of the moral asymmetry here is that racism supporting actually existing subordination invokes and reinforces the social weight of this
structure of dominance, bringing it down against its victim; thus (other
things being equal) it more deeply shames and harms its victim than does
subordinate-to-dominant racism, which does not carry that social and historical resonance. The different force of the formally similar expressions
"honkie" and "n"gg"r" illustrates this point. The latter (when used hy
whites) carries historical associations of keeping AfriC<lI1 Americans in their
(inferior and subordinate) place, while the former does not do the same to
whites; yet both are hurtful, objectionable, racist expressions.
This asymmetry helps clarify the frequent mutual incomprehension of
white and nonwhite students concerning racism. Many Afric,m-American
and other nonwhite students tend to think of racism solely as a phenomenon
of whites against blacks (or other nonwhites). Many white students, by contrast, tend to equate - and condemn equally - all attitudes of racial insult,
exclusion, or differentiation hy any racial group toward any other.
Putting aside the point made earlier that some of what these white students
call "racism" is not actually racism (according to my account), each group is
onto part of the truth here. The students of color see that the core ami most
socially dangerous expression of racism is the actual, historical domination
or victimization of one group by another, and the attitudes of superiority
(whether conscious or not) that direuly support that domination. Many
white students fail entirely to see this, llI)t acknowlrllging - or not acknowledging the significance of - the historical and conrinuing subordinate status
(in the United States) of people of color. Their view is rooted in an understanding of racism that sees it solely as an individual phenomenon - a matter
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o! indIvidual people havin~ ohjl'ctionahle attitudes and sometimes hehavior
towiHd others. This view ne~leets entirely the systemic allli historiGll dimensiollS of riKism.
The whitl' students, on the lIthl'r hand, arc correct to see dearly that all
manifestations of racial contempt and superiority are worthy of condemnation, in part (as explained ahove) because they arc the sorts of attitudes that
do undetpin ral ial subordination by denying the moral equality of human
hein~s. TIll' students of color's attitude discussed here has the effect of almost entirely Il,ltin~ people of color off the hook for objectionable attitudes
of superiority or contempt toward other groups. These attitudes may be
referred to - often somewhat dismissively - as mere "prejudice," implying
that unless one's prejudices are hacked up by power over the group one is
pn'jllllicl'li a~ainst, they are of little moral significance. But no racial prejudice is il1Si~nificant or "mere," and all manifestations of racism, no matter the
race of the Iwrpetrator, are to be strongly condemned.
The mutnal incomprehension hetween the races on this issue is striking.
Part, I helieve, of what drives each of the two groups to their extreme and
!alse Vil'WS is the hlindness of the other group to what (rightly) seems to the
lillI' ~roup an ohvious truth,
This analysis of racism has implications for all its manifestations, includin~ that of memhers of suhordinate or vulnerable groups toward one another - Korean Americans toward African Americans, or African Americans
toward Jews. The suhordination or vulnerahility of the target of the racism,
rather th,ln of its perpetrator, is the crucial factor in the moral asymmetry.
Even it Kon'an Americans are not themselves a dominant, privileged, or
powerful ~roup, their rilCism against African Americans reinforces the suhordination of the latter ami thus is a more damaging form of racism than that of
either ~ronp toward whites, where there is no suhordination to reinforce.
This disl'ussion of racism is meant to identify more precisely the phenomenon thiu is to hI' opposed when a campus commits itself to opposition to
racism (and 10 r.Kial injustice). I will not focus on specific programs that
l'xempli!y this value, though some will be mentioned in the discussion of the
Taylor volume, hut I wanr to note three implications of the foregoing analysis, First, racism on a campus can have the effect of impinging on the victim
groups' tull and equal access to the education provided at that institution. In
that sense opposition to racism can be seen not only as a moral or social value
hut as a l'omponent, or prerequisite, of a purely educational value - the
equal an'css of all students (0 the education being offered.
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Second, and on the other side, opposition to racism should he frankly
acknowledged and accepted as a moral value as wi'll, not only an academic
or intellectual one. And I suggest that value needs to he seen as part of
colleges' responsibility to educate future citizens of a demlJaatic polity. Insofar as racism undermine$ genuine demoaat:y and the moral equality that it
requires, opposition to racism becomes· a value commitment required hy
democratic citizenship. In this respect too, it is an educational value. 7
Third, there are hoth curricular and noncurricular implications of taking
opposition to racism seriously. The curricular implications
be discussed
later. On the noncurricular side, this value implies a role for the oftenmaligned but potentially quite valuable workshops, supplemental education
programs, and the like that are explicitly meant to "sensitize" faculty and
students alike to racism, to the experience of groups with which they might
not be very familiar, and to the dynamics of racial prejudice and how it can be
avoided.

will

MUlllCUllURAUlM
Like "racism," this is a term of great currency yet imprecise usage. for me
it encompasses the following two components: (t) understanding and valuing one's own cultural heritage, and (2.) having respect for and intrrest in the
cultural heritage of members of groups OIhrr than onr's own. Note that
condition (2.) takes multiculturalism heyond what is often referred to as
"cultural pluralism," which may refer to the mere coexistence of different
groups, perhaps along with tolerance for and recognition of the right of
others to pursue their own cultural exploration and learning. "Multiculturalism" as I am understanding it goes beyond the latter as well, to encompass a
positive interest in and informed respect for other cultures:
In curricular contexts, a common association of "multiculturalism" is
with, first, giving students of color an understand'ing of and validation of
their own cultural heritages (and thereby also broadening the sense of indusian in the university's overall intellectual enterprise), and, second, expanding white students' intellectual horizons and reducing their ethnocentrism.
Yet these two albeit crucial goals do not comprise the whole of what I mean
by "multiculturalism," For in addition my definition implies that members of
ellery group be involved in overcoming their own ethnocentrism, one possible curricular implication being the one taken hy the University of California
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at Ikrkdt,y - that t'vt'ry stmlt'nt ought to study two cultures other than her
own.
The value of multiculturalism appears to stand in need of justification in a
way that opposition to racism does not, or may not appear to. For racism is a
violation of familiar values 'rooted in Western as well as distinctly U.S. moral
and political traditions - of equality, of equal respect for persons independelll of race, of freedom from oppression. nUl multiculturalism, with its
valuing of group differences, seems more prohlematic.
Charles 'Iaylor's extremely rich and multifaceted essay "The Politics of
Recognition" attempts just such a philosophical justification of multicullIIralism. H !'art of the attraction of Taylor's view is that, far from seeing
multiullturalism as either a full-scale attack on the Weste~n tradition (as
some conservative commentators claim), or as a relatively harmless but also
t'ducationally insignificant value, Taylor places multiculturalism quite firmly
within the liheral tradition of political thought, as expressive of important
liheral valut,s, The historical grounding Taylor gives in his account provides a
needed situating of and perspective on the ohen ill-informed and overheated
ulrrent dehatt's on multiculturalism.
Taylor distinguishes two strands within the liheral tradition - one blind to
diffnence, the other rC(IIKnizi"K difference, yet hoth deriving from the familiar lihnal ideals of equal dignity and respect. The first is the more familiar
one that sees persons as possessing certain individual rights (freedom of
speedl, religion, pursuance of career, due process, and the like) that accrue to
them independent of differences. This liheral, "difference-hlind" strand is
simuh.lIleously individualist and universalist. It sees rights as acl'luing to
individuals as individuals; it is universalist in that it grounds those rights in
common fealllres of human heings (typically rationality, humanity, moral
agent'y, and the like). (The "universality" in question is. however, sometimes
rt'stricted to a certain domain - for instance, to the citizens of a given socit'ty - hut within that domain is difference blind.) This strand of liberalism
sees the recognizing of differences as diverting from, or threatening, its own
favored focus on commonality.
But 'Elylor finds another, "difference-recognizing" strand in the history of
liheralism, also grounded in the values of dignity and respect. This second
strand enters hy way of the notions of recognition and of distinctness, the
former of which Taylor locates historically in Rousseau and Hegel, and the
latter in Herder (who gave it both an individual and a group form). This view
sees people's identities as formed in dialogue or interaction with others. It
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provides an important corrective to the overly atomistic, individualistic, and
Cartesian picture of the self that informs (implicitly or explicitly) much popular debate (as well as philosophical theory), which Taylor has so trenchantly
criticized in many other writin~s. On his view here, what it is to respect the
di~nity of another is to reco~nize her distinct identity - not what she has in
common with others, but what is distinctive to hl'r. On this account, differences between persons are acknowled~ed as part of the value captured in the
"recognition" strand of respect for di~nity.
Multiculturalism can emerge from this strand in that a person's cultural
identity, with its distinctive set of traditions, history, and practices, is a central part of her overall individual identity.~ Ilence reco~nizing cultures and
cultural identity becomes part of respectin~ individual persons, At the same
time, this strand involves an irreducihly social or group aspect of identity,
hence is in that respect non individualist.
Taylor and the other authors trace out the consequences of this view in two
areas - society as a whole, and the colle~e curriculum. At the former level,
Taylor discusses two forms of liberal slKiety, corresponding rou~hly to ( I ) a
privileging of the first - individualist allli difference-blind - strand of Iiheralism, and (2) a more equal comhining of the difference-hlind and the
difference-recognizing (multicultural) strands. The first form ()f liheral society is discussed more fully by Amy Gutmann in her excellent introductory
essay, and hy Michael Walzer in his brief comments. Essentially ( I ) allows for
but does not positively support cultural recognition and goods connected
with cultural affirmation. The state remains entirely ueutral and ~ives no
official support or sanction to cultural ~oods. Their pursuit must only come
privately from individuals and groups. (;utmann says: "Liheral den1ol"racy is
suspicious of the demand to enlist politics in the presl'rvation of separate
group identities or the survival of suhcultures that olherwisc would not flourish throu~h the free association of citizens" (p. 10). III
Citing the case of Canada and its relation to the province of Quehec, Taylor sketches an alternative picture of a Iiheral society - (1.) - that takes as its
public philosophy not only the individualist hut also the group-recognizing
strand of liberalism. Thus he supports Quehec's regulating which families
may attend English-speaking (as opposed to· French-speaking) schools, and
its requirements that commercial signs he printed in French and that large
businesses be conducted in French. The basis for Taylor's support is the claim
that the survival of French Canadian culture (with its distinctive language)
depends on such measures.
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III society (1.), the cultures receivin~ state support and puhli(' reco~nit~on
must 1I0t themselves violate certain hasic individual rights (life, due process,
fret' exercise of reli~ion, and the like). Acceptance of these rights accorded to
individuals is essential to the larger society's heing accounted as "liheraL"
But Taylor distinguishes from these hasic rights other less fundamentalliberlies - such as lhe liherty to have one's commercial sign in the language of
one's choice .1IJd in 110 other - that could he outweighed in particular cases
hy lilt' values of cultural preservation and expression. The official recognition
provided hy the larger society to cultures within it distinguishes this conceplioll from (I), whi('h merely permits cultural activity as one good among
others, olle lhat happens to he shared by a particular group of individuals. In
(1.) ndlural survival is accorded official recognition and st~te support as a
~ood, olle that (in the case of one of the component subcultures) might
t:onllin wilh an inJividualmemher's pursuit of her own individual conception of lhe gomL
Not only is vt'rsion (1.) of liheralism not neutral regarding the conceptions
of the ~ood held hy its memhers; neither is it neutral in the sense of being a
meeting ground for all suhcultures to coexist. On the contrary, Taylor says,
liheralism in hoth its forms - ( I) and (2) - is a "fighting creed" and is 'lOt
compalihle with all cultures (for example, ones that do not accept its fairly
strong separation hetween church and state). (Taylor says that Islamic culture, for t'xample, does not accept this,) Liberalism should not promote itself
on the hasis of cultural neutrality but rather for its superiority as a culturall
political system. Of the two liheralisms, Taylor favors (2) as incorporating
hoth strands 01 liheralism- the individualist and the multiculturaL II
Multindturalism and Recognition
Ilow does this argument hear on multiculturalism in a university setting?
Taylor mentions lhat current demands for multiculturalism are often rooted
in a protest hy memhers of a given culture (African Americans, Latinos,
Asian Anlt'ricans) against the demeaning of their culture. lie cites Frantz
Fanon's \f/reldJl'd of the J-:arth as an important text in advancing the idea
lhat dominant groups impose an im'lge of inferiority on subjugated groups,
which memhers of those groups internalize, th,us damaging their own selfimage.'l Fsdlewing Fanon's prescription of violence against the dominant
as any kind of solution ttl this prohlem, Taylor apparently sympathetically
notes that tht' domain of education hroadly construed hecomes thereby an
important locus in the "struggle for a changed self-image" (p. 65).
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Taylor mentions that expanding or changing the "canon" to encompass
groups that have gone unrecognized (or insuffieiently rewgnized) is a naHlral
expression of this need for recognition and an image of positive worth. Thus
Taylor begins to draw curricular implications from his argument about recognition of difference. Yet he does not develop this line of thought. Instead,
when he turns his explicit attention to "curricular multinllturalism," Taylor
.
takes a quite different tack, which I will discuss in a moment.
It is Susan Wolf, in her essay on Taylor, who more directly and fully
pursues the curricular implications of Taylor's recognition argument. African
Americans, Native Americans, Asian Americans are, she says, members of
the college community; they are part of the "us" that constitutes it. To make
effective this recognition of members of these groups is, in part, to recognize
their traditions as part of the traditions (of thought, culture, history) that we
see as "ours," and that we study precisely (and justifiably) because they are
ours. Unless members of the groups previously marginalized see themselves,
their histories, and their traditions reflected in the curriculum, they will not
be being "recognized" in Taylor's sense. For example (mine, not Wolf's),
failure to regard W E. B. Du Bois as a significant America" thinker (not only
as an African-American thinker) exemplifies failure to accord due recognition to African Americans, including African-American n1t'mbers of a particular college community. Failure (say, in history courses) to study the complex
role of Mexican Americans in U.S. life (especially in the West and Southwest)
exemplifies a failure to recognize that group and its members.
This argument has noncurricular implications as well. It could be taken to
support official recognition for campus ethnic-based groups, residences with
ethnic-based "themes," and preference in admissions to members of one
ethnic group. I I
Wolf is correct to distinguish thi'S recognition-based argument for curricular inclusion from the view that Taylor himself develops, which shifts the
ground from the idea of recognition of others' identity to the affirming of
value in non-Western cultures as a reason for them 'to be given wrriclliar
attention. All cultures should he studied, he argues, because members of
every culture can come to appreciate what is of value in cultures other than
their own (as well as in their own). This line of thought is based on a presumption that Taylor states as follows: "One could argue that it is reasonahle
to suppose that cultures that have provided the horizon of meaning for large
numbers of human beings, of diverse characters and temperaments, over a
long period of time - that have, in other words, artiwlated their sense of the
good, the holy, the admirable - arc almost certain ((J have son1l'thing that
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deserves our admiration ami respel:t, even if it is accompanied hy much that
Wl' haw 10 ahhor and reject" (pp, 72.-73).
I do not have space to explore Taylor's own complex and illuminating
argument here, the main hurden of which is to show the incoherence of a
suhjectivistic and "deconstructionist" form of multiculturalism that claims
to ahjure standards of value altogether. A similar argument is given hy Gutmann, ami hoth do a masterful job of discrediting a strong relativist grounding for '\'urricular multiculturalism." But Wolf is correct to see that Taylor's
"recognition" lim' of thought is quite distinct from this one, which draws on
the idl'a that the main criterion for a work or tradition's worthiness to he
iucluded in the curriculum is that it be of general value (not only value to
memhers of that cultural tradition). By contrast, the "recognition" view (as
Wolf plausihly develops Taylor's notion) implies that some things are studied
not hecause t1ll'y are seen as having intrinsic worth hut simply hecause they
are part 01 our traditions, our heritage. The same item may he included for
both reasons; for example, we may study Chinese thought both hecause it
has intrinsic merit (a merit that has heen insufficiently appreciated from a
Western-dominated point of vic'wl and hecause those traditions of thought
are part of the cultural identity of Chinese Americans, that is, part of us.
Although 'Jilylor provides the philosophic underpinning of this latter line of
thought, he does not actually adopt it and thus does not appear to recognize
the dual nature of the "curricular multiculturalism" that Susan Wolf articulates.
Even though Taylor, Gutmann, and Wolf (in their somewhat different
ways) provide a "liheral" grounding for the value of multiculturalism, their
essays do not make it entirely clear in which domains and levels that value is
ami is IHlt meant to operare. One level on which Taylor's account does oper,lte is that of a larger society containing component subcultures. The larger
society manifests its support for the cultural existence and integrity of the
suhcultures, one practical implication being that unequal resources may be
n'quired to sustain the different groups. Thus Canada must provide unequal
resourc'es to (~uehec.14 (The account also requires Quebec to acknowledge
limlividually hasedlminority rights of, for example, non-french Canadians
living in Quc·hec·, hut this requirement is not strictly a recognition value itself,
hut a constraint on one.)
What the account does not prescribe is the active sense of informed respect
for cultures other than one's own that the second condition of my definition
of multiculturalism expresses, that is, taking it beyond what is often called
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"cultural pluralism." It does not, for example, require either Canada or Quebel: to promote in the students in their schools this informed respect for
different cultures. So, even though the citizens of Quehec, in preserving their
own culture, exemplify multicultural value in and for the larger society of
Canada, they themselves are not necessarily (on Taylor's definition) required
or encouraged to exemplify intercultural respect.
Again, this problem may simply be one of level of analysis.• am concerned
with the promotion of the three values I discuss here (opposition to racism,
multiculturalism, sense of community) in individuals, especially students in
college; whereas Taylor's examples concern how larger social entities exemplify it. (Taylor says earlier in the essay Ip. 371 that recognition is an issue
in intimate relations as well as in the more impersonal contexts of a society.
But this point does not precisely specify the agency of the multicultural form
of value - which entities are meant to instantiate it - not do Taylor's examples indicate a general view of this.) Taylor's idea of "recognition," understood as a norm, does apply to individuals; the prescription is that each
individual is to "recognize" cultural differences that form the identities of
other individuals. To do so is to respect the dignity of ,hose individuals.
So Taylor's view may contain the resources to express the fuller sense of
individual intercultural respect that I am advocating; hut Taylor does not
develop his argument in this direction.
.
Multiculturalism and Opposition to Racism
No doubt my definition (like Taylor's) leaves many questions unanswered:
What constitutes a "culture"? How do we decide which cultures should
count for curricular and noncurricular attention? How do the values connected with multiculturalism cohere with other educational values, such as
the development of critical thinking? What exactly docs it mea~ to "respect"
a culture, and how does that respect inform the assessment and critil:ism of
cultures?1.I I will hypass these issues to focus on how the value I have called
"multiculturalism" is a value distinct from what I have called "opposition to
racism (and racial injustil:e)," yet how both values are essential in a multiracial community. In doing so, • will argue that Taylor, Gutmann, and Wolf
fail to distinguish dearly between these two values and fail tll accord opposition to racial injustice its due in the larger framework of values that they are
concerned to explicate and clarify.
So, to the differences between multiculturalism ;lIId opposition to racism:
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Fir\t, the two approadlt's clIe~ori7.e ~roups ;]n:ordin~ to different criteria.
Rare and rarial idt'ntity are not the same as cultural or ethnic identity. The
point herr is not that race is a hiological characteristic and ethnicity a social
one. I:or, pUlling aside the issue of the purely scientific status of the concept
of "race," my intt'rt'st is in rat:e as racial identity, which is also an irreducihly
sot:ial c;lIegori7ation (thou~h it has a purported, and in part actual, hiologiral dimension). It concerns the way persons see themselves and are seen hy
others within a particular society and culture. (For example, in England, East
Asians are referred to as "hlacks," while in the United States they are not.)
Construed as a sot:ial designation, racial identity is very much hound up
with a ~roup's plat:e in (historic and current) systems of racial dominaitce and
suhordination, justice and injustice, advantage and disadvantage. Part of the
experient:e of one's racial identity - in the United States, for example - is
precisely that one's ~roup occupies some general location in these hierarchical systellls. At least in the United States, "white" and "black" are, in part"
detined in relation to one another; the identity of being "white" has histori~.llIy hel'll hound up with heing superior to "black. "16 It may be that there
are, or will herome, societies in which racial designations carry no such
implit:ations - wllt're ~roups are racially identified but exist on a plane of
relative equality - hut in that society racial identity (and even the concept of
"r;lCe" itself) will have a significantly different meaning than it has in our
own.
Ethnic or cultural identity is ~rounded in linea~e, heritage, and traditiont,lelllt'l1Is of self-idt'ntification not coextensive with racial identification. For
l'Xample, Ilaitian immigrants to the United States are racially "black" (and
their anrestry is African); hut they are not usually thought of as "African
American." "Africln American" is an ethnic or cultural designation; it may
pn:suppose a sh'lred racial desi~nation (neither white South African immi·
gr;lnts nor Americans of Algerian extraction are generally seen as "African
Americans"), hut it is not coextensive with it. Similarly Polish Americans,
Italian Amerit:ans. and Irish Americans are all (now seen as) "white"; but
tht'ir (,thnicities ;Irt' distinct. The term" Asian American" has the form of an
t'thnit-' designation, hur in fact is treated more like a racial designation; the
tt'rm masks suhstantial "cui IUra I" differences among Vietnamese, Chinese,
Japanese, Koreans. and others.
A second, related difference hetween the antiracist and the multicultural
approaches to ~roups concerns the aspects of those groups salient in each.
I\roadly, the antiracist perspective looks at (racial) groups primarily in their
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role as subordinates and as resisters of suhordination. For example, from an
anti racist perspective, to study Native Americans or African Americans involves looking at the way these groups have heen oppressed, undermined,
and mistreated, by white America; at the beliefs and policies that have supported this mistreatment; and at the subordinate group's resistance to this
mistreatment.
By contrast, to learn about cultural groups from a multicultural perspective involves studying and acknowledging a group's customs, rituals, language, systems of thought and religion, forms of cultural expression, accomplishments, and contributions to the wider societies of which they are a part,
and the like. The two foci are quite distinct. Examining a group in regard to
its subordination and resistance to that subordination omits (or omits important dimensions of) cultural expression and accomplishment. Conversely,
studying the culture of a group may not capture (or not fully capture) its
members' racially based experience as part of a subordinate or dominant
group.
The contrast between race focus and culture focus resides not so much in
distinct institutional and cultural forms of .the groups in question. Subordinate groups' forms of cultural expressions are often so intimately bound up
with their oppressed status and history that no simple demarcation is possible. Black Christianity, for example, is from one vantage point a mark of
oppression, in that it was an essential element in white slave owners' deliherate attempt to strip African Americans of their African heritage and "pagan"
religions. At the same time, at various historical junctures black Christianity
in the United States played an important role in resistance to slavery, to
segregation, and, more generally, to unjust treatment ()f African Americans.
Yet, in addition, the African-American church was an important source of
some of the most distinctive cultural contributions of African Americans to
U.S. life - spirituals, gospel music, hlat:k preat:hing styles and language.
A third difference between multiculturalism and opposition to racism
has already heen mentioned: the normative underpinnings of the two approaches. Multiculturalism is, as Taylor argues, hased on a valuing of difference, specifically cultural difference. By contrast, opposition to rat:ism is
grounded ultimately in a value of commonality, of common humanity and
equality. Racism is wrong because it denies - hy declaring some humans
inferior to others - the fundamental moral equality of all persons grounded
in our common humanity; opposition to racism is a reassertion of this denied
value.
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There is no fund,lmelltal opposition hetween these two values. We value
each otlll'r hoth hecause of our commonalities and hecause of our differences, An Asian American can hoth regard a Chicana as her moral equal alld
also resped '1I1J value the lalter's distinct Mexican cultural heritage. nut
Ihese arc distinct value orientations; neither can he reduced to the other. An
individual may he gl'nuincly (if not, perhaps, fully) antiracist without having
the sort of appreciation and respect for other cultural groups required hy
multiculturalism. I'or example, many European Christian rescuers of Jews
during the Nazi occupation expressed a fully antiracist outlook in attempting
their nohle and dangerous rescue efforts; hut few had genuine respect for
Jews as a distitKt cultural/religious group. I?
In fact, older forms of opposition to racism - before the current recognition and emphasis on cultural identity-often had this character. Many persons dl'Voted a good part of their lives to the struggle against racism and
hclievnl truly in the moral equality of all persons independent of racewithout, howevl'r, grasping (much less positively appreciating) the cultures
of the suhordinate groups whose racist treatment they opposed. Because of
the current prominence of the specifically multicultural form of valuing of
ethnic/r'Kial groups, it may seem that without multiculturalism there can be
no genuine antiracism; that, for example, a person who does not appreciate
till' culture of another group must actually have racist attitudes toward that
group. This is a mistake. Although it may be true that the fullest forms of
anti racism have to include some degree of cultural appreciation, it is not true
that a person who lacks multicultural appreciation cannot truly helieve in the
lIlorill equality of all persons, oppose racial injustice, and be sincerely antiralist in her actions.
The distinctness of multiculturalism and anti racism can he shown in the
olher direction as well. A person can he genuinely interested in and have an
informed respect for other cultures, yet not he sensitive to the racist injustice
suffered hy that group. Again, in the case of some groups more than others,
till' fullest flowering 01 multicultural respect may require some degree of antiracism; this io; partly hecause for some groups (for illstance, African AmeriGIns) many of their distinctive cultural expressions are so deeply bound up
with their racial sufferings. Yet the two attitudes are clearly analytically
distinct; and it is partly in recognition of this that some educators particularly
l'oncerned ahout racial injustice are wary of "multiculturalism" as diverting
full and direct ,mention from ral'ial illequality and injustice. IH
II is important to keep the values of multiculturalism and opposition to
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racism distinct, in part in order correctly to identify the different issues at
stake in some of the recent campus developments. For example, extmcllfricular meetings often somewhat derisively referred 10 as "sensitivity sessions," whose goal is to make students aware of issues facing other distinn
groups of students (students of color, leshians, gays and wO~1en), are not
usefully seen as driven primarily hy "ll1ulticultural" concerns. They are more
centrally aimed at making students (or other memhers of the university COIl1munity) aware of the damage of racism and other forms of 4iscrimination,
and of how these can prevent students who are the ohject of such behavior
from being able to participate as full and equalmemhers of the educational
community.
Nor is the proposed "opening up of the canon" so/rly a multicultural
concern to recognize previously excluded groups, though this is certainly a
large part of its rationale. Consider, for example, the encouraging of greater
curricular attention to the internment of Japanese Americans during World
War II, to the U.S. civil rights movement, and to philosophic investigation of
racial justice. These might be put forth under the multicultural-sounding
"more attention to people of color" ruhric. Rut surely a central impulse
hehind such suggestions is to teach (and perhaps encourage greater concern)
about the unjust treatment of certain groups and their reactions and resistance to that treatment - rather than to learn ahout their culture and traditions. That is, the impulse is as much anti racist as ll1ulticultural.'~
One practical reason why it is important to keep multiculturalism and
anti racism distinq is in order not to minimize the tasks education.11 institutions face in living up to educational and civic ideals appropriate for their
newly culturally and racially diverse memhership. A CHnpus that takes this
matter seriously must be both anti racist and multil'liitural and should devise
policies- aimed at promoting hoth values.
Taylor and Opposition to Racism
Taylor's theory of multiculturalism does not really caprure this antiracist
dimension in the campus developments he ami the other authors of MultiCIIlt"ralism and "The Politics of Recognitio,," lahl'! "multicultural." The
notion of "recognition" as Taylor explicates it does not, for example, fully
capture the source of complaint that students of color make thar tlwir ahility
to take full advantage of the education heing offered tltt'm (at a given institution) is impaired hy a racist or racially insensitive atmospht're (constituted,
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for example, hy o((:asional overt racist acts, more suhtle intimations that one
is not re~pected or fully welcome, and the like), The operative desire here is
not so much r£,(oK1Iitio1l as a rem()/Ial of (racism-btlSed) obstacles to a good
Ihat the stutlents seek (individually or collectively). Part of what students
from previously exduded (and still disadvantaged) racial groups want in the
name of justice - collegl' education, good jobs, and so on - has little to do
with appreciation of Iheir distinct culture by others; it is simply equal access
to Ihe slm/{' goods Ihal memhers of the dominant group want.
The removal of race-hased obstacles to social goods is, of course, not all
Ihere is 10 racial justice. Also implied is that memhers of all groups have a
certain attitude toward others - namely, regarding those others as moral
equals (independt'nt of race). Someone who accepts the general principle of
justin' - that racial juslice demands the removal of race-hased ohstacles to
('qu,llily of opportunilY -may nevertheless lack this attitude of equal respect
toward memhers of olher groups. Although acknowledgment of the principle, 100. could perhaps he seen as a kind of "recognition," the more personally difl'l'ted altilude of respect is a better candidate for the kind of recognilion Ih.lI Taylor has in mind.
Yet, one would slill want to distinguish between this equality-based form
of ret'ognition and a m"ltio,lt"ral form of recognition. The former is a recognilion of a kind of sameness - that the African-American or Asian-American
slUdent has equal slanding 10 the white student as a member of the community. Rut the multicultural form of recognition, as Taylor emphasized, is a
fl'cognilion of a pnson or a group in its cultural particularity - not in its
commonalilY with olher cultures,lII
'Llylor dOl'S make a connection hetween the idea of recognition and that of
equality. But he does so hy seeing the modern demand for "recognition of
ditlerence" precisely as;1I1 equality-hased demand: "Everyone should be recognized for Ihl'ir unitlUl' idl·ntity" (p. 3M). But this formulation conflates two
dislinct strands within "recognition" - one, recognizing someone as an equal
(a recognition involved in racial justice), and the other recognizing someone
in her dislirKI (cultural or other) identilY.
'Llylor dOl'S develop the notion of recognition in one direction that bears
dircctly on Ihe issue of racism. As noted earlier, he suggests that a group's
failure 10 attain recognition - as when the dominant society mirrors hack to
ils memhers a "dl'me'lI1ing or contemptihle picture of themselves" - naturally leads 10 Ihe group's internalizing this devaluing. Such a conception of
rewgnilion incorporates thl' hierarchical, dominant/suhordinate dimension
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captured by the antiracist perspective but not articulated in the purely multicultural one.
Taylor is surely right to suggest that this sort of damage to one's self-worth
is an important harm caused by racism. Yet it will not do as a full account of
the harm of racism and thus will not fully capture a concern with racism
within the concept of "cultural recognition." Much of racism's damage has
little to do with psychic harms such as internalized self-devaluing by the.
harmed group but is simply (as just noted) the deprivation of substantive
goods such as opportunity, education, political and economic 'power, material well-being, and the like.
Moreover, the "internalized self-disvaluing" view of racism overstates the
psychic damage done to the racially subordinate hy racial domination. Even
though I am not familiar with the research on this matter, common sense
suggests that although many memhers of a dominated group do internalize
the negative view that the dominant hold of them (in the way Fanon explains), many do not. This lack of uniformity in the impact of injustice on
self-worth may seem perplexing, but it shouldn't. Even if there were a general
tendency for the dominated to internalize the dominant group's negative
image of themselves, there are so many other factors influencing particular
persons' self-image - family relationships, other personal relationships, cultural resources, other groups that serve as reference points for one's sense of
worth, individual temperament - that it would be highly unlikely that such a
tendency would result in anything like a uniform effect (absence of selfworth) in members of the group.
Susan Wolf invokes the case of women in acknowledgment of the distinctness of concern for racial justice and strictly multicultural COlKerns. "The
predominant problem for women as women is not that the larger or more
powerful sector of the community fails to notice or he interested in preserving women's gendered identity, but that this identity is put to the service of
oppression and exploitation" (p. 7£». Wolf is conce~ned to make the point
that the way the issue of recognition functions in the case of women differs
from that of cultural/racial groups. Although this is partly correct, it is misleading to suggest that cultural/racial groups do not have bolh concernsfor justice as well as for cultural recognition. (Moreover, there are many
feminists who would see something like "cultural recognition" of a distinct
"women's voice" or "culture" as a significant aspiration for WOnll'n as welL)
Taylor does on some occasions note a difference between concerns of
racial (or other group) justice and multicultural rewgnition. For example, he
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notes that affirmative action pro~rams seek a remedy for group injustice
Ihrou~h prderemT to the victim ~roup (p, 40), Taylor's point here is that
insofar as affirmative action pro~rams rest on the need to hring ahout, in the
futurl', a "level playing field" ~JJ1 which individuals Canl'llmpete according to
color-hlind rull's, their rationale does not express the desire for affirmation of
difference that underlies much of what is urged in tht, name of the politics of
recogn ition,
This is certainly true, Taylor assumes, however, that if a program or endeavor conceruing groups is not grounded in "recogniticJIl of difference,"
then it is grounded in a "sameness" approach that is entirely individualistic,
This assumption falsifies the depth and significance of group-Jfor example,
race-) hased identities that inform the desire for racial justice. The aspect of
one's ~roup idt,ntity that one wants acknowledged when seeking justice for
one's own ~roup (hy means of affirmative action programs, race-hased scholarships, racial "set-aside" programs for contractors, and the like) may be no
less deep or signifit'ant than the aspect concerned with recognition of the
distinctness of 1IIlt''s particular culture and traditions. This is so even if the
ultimate goal is a purely individually hased equality of opportunity, which in
any case is not the only possihle understanding of "racial (or gender) justice."
It is true that one may favor affirmative action plans without being concerned ahout how deeply significant the racial identity of the "target" groups
is to its nlt'mhers. In that sense the issue of group justice can he severed from
that of racial identity in a way that cultural recognition cannot he severed
from cultural identity, Nevertheless, the account of the hasis of affirmative
action in terms of an individualistic sameness is misleading if it implies that
affirmative action and other racial justice issues do not - in contrast (() multiculturalism - implit'ate group identities. (An analogous point can he made
for gender justice issul's.) As long as the idea of a com:ern for justice for a
racial groll!1 is intelligihle - not merely a confused way of talking ahout
individuals - and as long as some memhers of that group take their racial
idt'ntification as salient in their own identities, then a concern for racial
justice falls into neither of the options presented by Taylor: (I) cultural recognition of differenCl', (1.) concern for individually based "sameness" (for inst.mce, of educational opportunity).l'
While I have heen arguing for the distinctness of antiracism and multiculturalism as ~oals and values, ohviously they are also, or can be, mutually
supportive. l.t'Mning to value a differt'nt culture can certainly help to bring
home (() a student (including one who is already in agreement on the princi-
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pie that racism is wrong) the wrongness of that culture's mistreatment at the
hands of others. It can awaken students for whom opposition to racism does
not run very deep to the humanity of others - in its particular manifestation
in the culture heing studied. The anti racist perspective enriches an understanding of the cultures of particular groups, insofar as that culture is hound
up with the group's (current and historical) place in a hierarchy of power..
Both antiracism and multiculturalism involve taking those outside one's own
group seriously. Though they do so in different ways, hoth have the power to
comhat egocentrism and ethnocentrism, and thus to contribute; to moral and
civic education.

SENSE Of COMMUNnY, CONNEenGN, OR COMMON HUMANITY
In addition to exemplifying the values of opposition to racism and muhiculturalism, college communities should constitute and foster a cross-racial
sense of connection or community. This value is in part simply a consequcnce
of the general recognition that education is a collective enterprise and that
each college is, or ought to he, a community with which its members identify;
that students develop a sense of attachment and identification with one another that flows naturally from their shared educational endeavor and loyalty. This particular sense of connection holds in the same way for persons of
the same race as for persons of different races.
The importance of community is strengthened if one accepts, as I have
suggested we should, that college education should in part he a form of civic
education - preparing future citizens of a delllocratic polity. Such education
can develop only by promoting community within the college itself, ;IS a
setting in which the civic virtues ~re practiced, as well as opening out to and
preparing for a sense of connection to and civic participatjon in the larger
society as a community.12
The value of community has been recently revived in the cOlllmunitarian
movement, yet neither this development nor proponents or opponents of
multiculturalism have attended to the specifically interracial dimension of
community, especially on college campuses. For opponents, this omission
has its source partly in an overly individualistic conception of ellucation that
supports and is itself supported by rejection of the "group" consciousness
involved in multicuhuralism. Attention to groups - for example, in regard to
affirmative action programs in admission or greater inclusiveness in the cur-
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rirulul11- is (ranwtl as dep;Irting (rom a strict meritOl:ratic conception of
t'duration: only lilt' "hest" should he admitted, only the "hest" should he
studied. This focus overemphasizes (without strictly entailing) purely individualized merit and learning.
In gl'lwrallhe defenders of multiculturalism have come closer to recognizing community and connection as a value for educational institutions, Some
((or example, Susan Wolf in Multiculturalism) emphasize that ;1,clus;/ill in
the t'ducational enterprise is an important grounding of multicultural expansion of the ulrriculul11. Rut inclusion is only a necessary condition for community, not the thing itself, Inclusion may promote respect, and it may entail
Iht' encouragemellf of treating previously marginalized or eX,e1uded 'groups
with dignity. But it docs not expressly require the developing of a sense of
personal acceptance, connection, comfort, and shared identification among
llIemhers of the different groups.
TIlt' omission of a full sense of community is striking in some recent work
o( .10;111 SCOtl, one of the most l'Ilmpeliing and lucid defenders of multicultural education. In "The New University: Beyond Political Correctness"21
SCOtllllentions the notion of community in order to criticize "homogeneous"
wnceptions of it that sllppress gender and cultural differences. She rightly
lb:ries calls for community that mask the imposition of a dominant (male,
Eurocentric) ClIlture on others ostensihly included in that community, The
dimension of power is omitted in these discussions of community, and Scott
rightly emphasizes that the identities of different groups are constituted
through rdations o( power, "White" is not just dif(ere1lt from "hlack," but
the very illentity of whites, especially in the United States, is premised on
superiority to hlacks.}4
Scott is correct to note these faulty conceptions of community, and she
rites conditions - n·cov.nition of diversity, acknowledgment of power relations ;1Ilt! the contesting of them - that any conception of community must
address. Yet what is lacking in Scott's essay is any positive notion of community as a Sl'nse of personal connection and loyalty among the memhers of the
university c'.IInmlmity and across these acknowledged differences. The prohkm is partly that Scott's conception is pitched almost entirely at the level of
i/ltel/all/al commlmity - a sense of shared intellectual heritage. But the notion of community appropriate to a college, encompassing many dimensions
of illtt'raetion hetween students, involves a more multifaceted sense of mutual involvement and personal connection. The connection is exhibited outside the classroom too, and inside it in the form of a sense of shared learning
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and commitment in a communal enterprise. It is not only a matter of adherence to a set of shared intellectual traditions.
Charles Taylor's argument provides some f(;undation for this fuller sense
of community. By emphasizing the interactive or dialogical character of any
individual's identity, he makes clear the limitations of the purely individualistic analysis of the educational process that infects much of the conservative
critique of multiculturalism. Who we are and what we learn in educational
settings is deeply shaped by the others with whom we carry out this enterprise - both the individual persons (students, faculty) and the.larger entities
(the college, the outer society) that project often implicit messages as to who
are and who are not fully legitimate participants in this enterprise.
And yet, perhaps surprisingly, neither Taylor nor any of his commentators
develops this insight in the direction of an explicit focus on the value of
(interethnic) community, in either an educational or larger social context.
This is, of course, partly because the burden of the book is primarily to
defend cultural recognition by grounding it in recognizable, liberal notions
of dignity and respect. Nevertheless, just as the book omits or submerges
opposition to racial injustice as an important component in the current multicultural initiatives, so it leaves out community, another important value
implicated (though not always directly aspired to) in these initiatives.
Community, Cultural Respect, and Opposition to Racism
And yet can community really be a value distinct from the other two? Isn't
opposition to racism grounded in a sense of common humanity? Isn't racism
wrong hecause it violates that common humanity? And doesn't the mutual
respect involved in multiculturalism also express a sense of community?
I want to argue that a sense of (cross-racial) community is a distinct value.
A genuinely anti racist individual does not necessarily have a true sense of
connection to and community with those of another race or ethnicity, even
while she or he regards those others in some sense '3S equals; this sense of
community can he defeated not only hy regarding others as inferior hut
simply hy experiencing them as "other" - as apart from or distant fWIn
oneself, as persons one does not feel comfortahle with because they are not
members of "one's own" group. It seems clear that many college students do
not feel a genuine or full sense of cross-racial community, even though these
same students are not racist in the sense defined here; they do not regard the
other groups as inferior. (This is not to deny that a suhstantial number of
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students ,Ire genuinely racist.) Yt't to he a genuine cO/1/nllmity. and not just a
l·ollection of people seeing each other as equal individual learners, a learning
cOll1ll1unity must emhody more than a commitment to racial equality.
By colltrast, multicultural value does directly involve one mode of community - intraethnic or intracultural community. Taylor descrihes this in his
discussion of the Quehecois, and I have here posited the valuing of one's own
l'lIlture (and, hy implication, cultural community) as one of the components
of llIultiClllturalism. Though some critics of multiculturalism wrongly derogate this value as it is exemplified in intragroup socializing and residences,
rill' sense of comfort and ease - of heing at home with "one's own kind" - is
entirely natural and valuahle. As Troy Duster points out eloquently in The
Dil'ersit), I'mica: final Report. a study of interethnic group relations at the
Berkeley campus of the University of California: "Many of the students coming to I\erkeley experience affirmation, for the first time, of their national,
ethnic, racial, or cultural identity. They feel empowered and enhanced hy this
development. ... Many students from ethnic and racial groups feel affirmed
hy their engagement in these social cirdes."lI
·Nt·vertheless, this intracultural sense of community is importantly distinct
frolll the illteYl'ulturallracial sense of community with which I am concerned.
In explicitly recognizing those very racial/cultural differences, and thus not
premising community on an already-existing sense of commonality, interracial comnlllllity may in a sense never he as primal or (ceteris parihus) as
comfortahle as cultural identification and community. But it may also he less
connning - avoiding a tendency in (at least campus forms of) intraracial
community to give an ideological slant to the culturallracial hond ("Are
you re'llly Chinese, hlack, .!ewish, if you don't suhscrihe to such-and-such
view?"). (At tht' same time, a community hased in shared culture and tradition has precisely the opposite potentiality as well- to he hroadly encompassing of political and life-style differences, precisely hecause the cultural
identifil"iuion does /lot require that sort of uniformity.) But the differences
hetween intra- and intt'rracial community do not prevent the latter honds
from, potentially, heing quite strong and suhstantial.
As I)ustt'r notes, there is no inconsistency whatever hetween promoting
both intra- anti intergroup community: "At the same time that we note the
values of ethnic affinity, we emphasize how many students feel deprived of
the expt'rience of meeting and knowing and learning ahout other students
fwm diverse hackgrounds. This too needs to he affirmed and expressly and
explicitly supported," (ihid.).
So community is a value genuinely distinct from antiracism and multi-
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culturalism. Pedagogically, it differs in another way as well. Community
lends itself much less to heing conveyed in curricular forms and, more j;enerally, to being explicitly promoted. Although it is also true of both antiracism and multiculturalism that deeper groundings of these values require
personal interaction and exposure, and not merely academic presentation,
this is much more true for interracial community. Promoting personal bonds
and communal identification across membership in different groups is best
accomplished indirectly - not by calling attention to it. It is in the course of
sharing activities not specifically focused on race and racial differences - for
example, group work in classes, group study, social occasions, other focused
projects, student organizations devoted to other goals (music, chess), sports,
and so on - that a sense of comfort with and connection to others in spite of
hut not with blindness to (racial, cultural) differences amonj; them is hest
promoted.l~

These differences between community and the other two values allow for
the possibility of tension between them. With regard to multiculturalism, the
inward turning of its "self-affirmation" component can serve to thwart community, as well as dampen the motivation to seek it. At the same time, for
some students of color, cultural self-affirmation might he a necessary condition for their being able to experience a sense of connection with white students from a base of cultural self-respect. Some of the most group-identified
students can also be the ones with substantial numhers of friends of other
races and groups. Still, the inward-looking aspect of multiculturalism can
certainly pose a threat to (interracial) community.
The second component of multiculturalism (that is, respect for other cultures) - while outward rather than inward looking - still does not j;Uarantl'e
a sense of community: there are ways of presenting other cultures in the
service of teaching respect for them that simultaneously promote a distancing from them; they give the message that one should tlot expect any sense of
community with or connection to members of those cultures. Placing too
much emphasis on the self-enclosed, self-coherent, and differentness of each
culture is an example of a distance-promoting mode of presentation. Such a
conception of cultures is intellectually deficient in not recognizing the diversity and tensions within each culture, a culture's changes over time, influences from other cultures, and (in most cases) values or e1l"lllents it shares
with other cultures. My point here is that this intellectual error also has the
unfortunate social and interpersonal tendency to lend support to a lack of
community between members of different cultures.
Similar tensions may exist between antiracism and comnlllllity. hlCusing
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on woup A's opprl'~sion of ~roup n, and group I\'s resistance to that oppression, COIll lin the ahs('nce of countnvailing factors) serve to reinforce a wei
Ihey consciousness in memhers of ~roup A ,,,,d group 1\, thus straining any
sense of connection. (:onservative critics have rightly pointed out that this
welt hey consciousness can easily ~et filled in with resentment and distrust on
the part of nll'mhns of n, and anxiety, guilt, and resentment from memhers
of A. I\ut the point is more general. Taken hy itself, the group focus of
anliracist education - without which such education could not he responsihly carried Ollt - has a tendency to overemphasize hoth similarities among
persons in Ihe same ~roup allli differences hetween memhers of one group
and those of another. It thus tends to increase a sense of division hetween
memhns of those different groups, no matter what particular content is
~iven to thosl' diffnences. This is true of multiculturalism's group focus as
well, hut wlll'n the dil"ferences are as highly charged as those involved in
racism, that s('nse of division can he even further exacerbated.
ReUJ~nil.in~ these potentially divisive or distancing effects of both antiracism ami multinllturalism has heen one source of opposition to both of,
them. "Why don't Wl' just emphasize l'I)mm()Ilalities among our students and
reinforce them throu~h a curriculum emphasizing a common Western and
national tradition?" ask some. I\ut ignorin~ both racism and genuine culturally distinct sources of identity will not make them go away and is, moreover,
l'lhl(,llionally irresponsihle. I\oth multiculturalism and opposition to racism
represent distinct and worthy ~oals, essential to an educational program that
take~ liS civic role seriously. Community should not come at the expense of
racial justin' and cultural identity.
AllY s~'ns(' of community in the absence of a recognition of racism and
multiculturalism will he at hest superficial and at worst false and deceptive.
At the very least, community-affirming and connection-building practices
can miti~all' the antil'lllllmunity tendencies of smne forms of antiracist and
multiulltural education and practices. nut the more fruitful lesson of the
possihle tensions amon~ these values is to seek ways of teaching them, and of
emh()(lyin~ them in the curricular and noncurricular practices of the community, that minimize those tensions. I mentioned in the case of multiculturalism not oVl'rstatin~ the differences and the mutual inaccessibility of different
ulltures. Ami activities that allow memhersof one group a kind of access
(ima~inative, throu~h literature, or partil'ipatory activities) to other cultures help to hreak down that welthey tendency. Similarly, in teaching about
racism, continually pointing out the internal variety within groups studied
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(some whites allied themselves with hlacks, for instance, in the llnder~round
Railroad, in the civil ri~hts movement; some hlacks actively resisted racism,
others tried to escape its effect, others rehelled, others slicnllnhed to paralyzing self-disvaluing; and the like) helps to mute the overstated sense of difference and distance that is an ever-present possihility in the essential group
focus of antiracist education. 27
In any case the tension among the three values is not the only lesson to he
taken from their distinctness. Each of the valucs potentially enriches the
others. Without a genuine sense of connection to memhers of other groups,
an anti racist commitment and understandin~ can remain incomplete and
ahstract. The same is true of multicultural respect. Similarly, realistically
facing up to racism in the context of interracial community may cause some
tensions hut is nevertheless more honest and realistic and ultimately leads to
a stronger and more secure sense of connection. (Ohviously, more could he
said here.)
What is necessary, I suggest, is to take seriously the three distinct goals, to
do what one can to promote them, to reco~nile that it may not always he
possihle to realize all simultaneously, hut to search for ways - in the curriculum, the classroom, and the organization of life on campus - to minimize the
conflict among them, and to teach those values in ways that do mutually
enhance one another to the greatest extent possihle.
I have presented here a mere sketch of a nest of complex philosophical and
value issues concerning multiracial college classrooms and communities. Philosophy should not cede the discussion of these issues to the social scientists,
historians, and literary theorists who have lar~e1y dominated the de hate,
especially in its public face. MultiCIIlturalism and 'The I'olili("s 01 Remgnit;on is an important philosophical contribution that will, I hope, hegin to
rectify this situation. 2M There is vital clarificatory and constructive work to he
done here to which philosophy brings an essential perspective:

NOTES
An earlier and much shorter version of this essay was puhlishl·.1 in 'li-"dJ;"g
1'lJilosophy '4, no. 2. (june J 991 ).
J. Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Tcaching, C<lllll/JIS '.if(': In
SeardJ of ConmJlmity (princeton, N.J.: Princeton llniVl'rsity I'rl'ss, 19'10).
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2.. AlllY (;ullnann, (:harles 'lilylor, Susan Wolf, Steven ROl:kdeller, and Mi,had Wal,er, M"'tintltltr"IIsm alld "The Politics of Recog"itim," (I'rinn'ton,
N ..J.: I'rinl'eton University Press, 1992.; reissued in expanded paperhack edition as
M"lt"·"lt,,ruhsm, 19941. I In less otherwise stated, quotations hy and referelKes to
these authors rder to Ihis work .
.l. Mention IIIUSI he made of Iris Voung's J"stice arlll the Politics of lJi(frrence
(I'rinl'elon, N ..J.: Prinl'eton University Press, 1990), an important philosophical
t'ngagement widlmultil:ultural issues, hut one not partiullarly fOl'used on current
LIllIpUS t'('1ll rc .versies.
4. Set' }'t'arly reports hy the National Institute against Prt'judke and Violenl:e,
.ll S. ( iret'ne St., Ilaltimorl', Md. 2.12.0 I.
~. 'Ii, simplify, I will l'ontinue to use the language of "dominant/suhordinate,"
though this hypasses not illsignifil'ant differences among the terms "suhordination," "vit'limi"ation," ''t'xploitation,'' "oppression," being "dominated," heing
"disaimin<lled ilgainst," heing "mistreated," heing an "ohject of injustice"all lerlllS uSl,d ill ulIltexts of dist:ussions of race, often as if they were interthangeahle.
6. Thns it is misleading of Taylor to say, as he does in Sources of the SI'lf: The'
Mukill): of the Modem Idl'lltity (Camhridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press,
19119): "Rat'ists have to daim that certain of the crucial moral properties of
human heings are genetkally dett'rmined" (I'. 7). Racism need nm manifest itself
as sudl a helief or clai",.
7. For an eloquent defense of higher education's responsihility to educate for
l'iti/,enship, see Benjamin Barher, An Aristocracy of F.1/eryone: The Politics of
h/"..,ltioll ,md tIlt, h,t"re of Americ,' (New Vork: Ballantine, 1992.).
II. Charles 'lilylor, "The I'olitit:s of Recognition," in Gutmann et aI., M"lti..,,It,m,I,sm, pp. 2. ~ -7l.
9. Although everYOlll' is formed hy a particular culture, hroadly speaking, not
everyone has the same relal ion to her specilic cultural identity, Not everyone feels
a strong or deep idellliht:ation wilh her culture of origin and, thllllgh some people
llIay have a stronger connection to it than they woultl wish to acknowledge
(induding to tht'mselves), I do not want to he taken to be implying a uniform
sense of illlportanu: of cultural idelllity to all individuals.
10. (iutlllilJln is not entirely l:onsistent in regard to this "culturally neutral
state" view; t';Hlil'r in her essay (I'. 5) she appears to grant that an individual's
nel·d for a St't'ure cultural context to provide meaning to her life may require for
its realil.alion puhlit' action and recognition.
.
1 I. W'llt.er's view (PI'. 99-1°3) on the two liberal isms bears note. He says that
liheralism 2. may he good for Canada, hut not, say, for the United States, where,
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he suggests, we have in a sense already l:hosen liht'ralism I. Part of his reason for
this daim is Ihat he Irt'ats Iht' multiwlturall'omponent of (.I.) as rt·lJllirinJ.\ territorial inteJ.\rity for the l:omponent suhl:uhure, as in Taylor's example of Qut'hec
But Ihere are other forms of muhkuhuralism expressive of Ihe spirit of Taylor's
view - involving, for example, hilingual edul:ation ill Ihe SdlOOls; state support
for culturally hased artistic expression; provision for the sludy of partil:lllar l:1I1lIares in schools that have ahove a certain percentaJ.\e of children from that culture; l'ulrural "representalion" on various policy olllllnissions, and the like, So
Walzer has given an argument against nonterritori;I' forms of liheralism 2..
Walzer also argues (p, 10.1) that immigrants til Ihe United States have, hy
choosing to leave their country of origin, chosen a lihcralislll I society. But this
hegs the question against liheralism 2.; for it may be that these immigrants would
prefer that the United States he a liberalism .I. society ralher than a liberalism I
society, were the former option availahle. This is perfectly consistent wilh their
preferring a United States with its liberalism I to their countries of origin,
12.. Frantz fanon, The Wretched 01 the farth (New York: (;rove, 1963).
13, Stanford University has four "ethnic" dorms (for Asian, black, Hispanic,
and Native American students), wilh the proviso that up to hut no more than 50
percent of the residents come from the ethnic group that provides the dorm's
identity. This solution seems to acknowledge the legitimacy - as instances of
ethnic "recognition" -of ethnic social and residential grouping, and ethnic selfexpression (for instance, providing a critical mass and narural base for staging
cuhural events); and, at the same time, it balances that value against the threats to
a larger sense of community and of learning about others, attendant upon a total
ethnic "halkanization." See "Separate Ethnk Worlds Grow till Campus," Nell'
York 1,mes, May .. 8, 1991, for a description and brief asseSMnent of some of
these developments.
14. In Uberalism, Community, and Culture (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1989), especially chapters 7-12., Will Kymlicka mah's a fuller argument,
the upsh'ot of whil:h Taylor accepts, that it is right for a Iilwral51ate to provide
greater resources (than to other groups) for the Sllpport of l'IIltures whose existence and integrity would otherwise be threatened, Kyn\licka applit's Ihis arJ.\ument to indigenous peoples in Canada, such as the Inuit, ami it is plausible to
assume that Taylor accepts this application of Kymlkka's view. 'lilylor does not
agree, however, with Kymlicka's rationale for this "muhicultural" result, which is
that the health of a given cuhure provides the t'ssential foundalioll for its inJividual memhers to pursue tht'ir own individual conct'ptions of the good life. Taylor
points out that this too-individualistk argument provides no ralionale for Ihe
continuance of the culture itself into the furure; the purdy indivillualislil', state-
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Ill'ulr,ilit}' rationale doe~ not go Lit t'nough in aflirminv, the culture itself. See
'I<Iylor for his asses,mt'nt oll\ymlicka (p. 40,n, 16).
I ~, "or disnlssion of the lJuestion of critkism in liv,ht of multicultural respect,
a~ well a~ IlIlIer disulssion 01 some of the issues in this article hut in the context of
1\ - 11. edlll:ation, st'e I.. Blum, "AlIliracism, Multiculturalism, and IlIlerracial
Comllltlllit}': Tllfl'C hlucational Values for a Multicultural Society," Office of
(;raduale Studies and Research, University of Massachusetts, Boston, Novemher
I'J')I,

St'e Alt-xander Saxton, "11Je Rise of the White ReplIlJlic (I.ondon: Verso,
and I>avid Roediger, The Wages of Whiteness (I.ondon: Verso, t 991 ).
17. For ,Ill eI,lhorMion of the argument on this point, see L mum, "Altruism
and tht, Moral Value of Resc'ue: Resisting Persecution, Racism, and Genoc'ide," in
Fmhr"..i,,1.: IllL' Othl'T: I'hilosophical. I'sycho/ogical, and lIistiiricall'erspectil1es
011 AIITltISm, ed, I.. Baron, I.. Hlum, D. Krehs, P. Oliner, S. Oliner, allli M. Z.
Smolt-nska (New York: New York University Press, 1991.).
Ill, This criticislll of "multinllturalism" hy adherents of "antiracism" has heen
eSl'eci,llI)'. I'lOnolnln'd in Engl:ll1tl. See, lor example, Harry Troyna, "Can You See
Ihe Join? An Ilislorical Analysis of Multicultural and Antiracist Educational,
Policies," in R"nsm "lid h/ll..d/io,,: StTllctllres a/ld Strategies, ed. Dawn Gill,
B,lrhara ~layor, and Maud Bbir (I.ollllon: Sage, 1992.).
I <), In a (lilylorian) sense, however, curricular recognition of a group's racist
treatmt'nt is Itsclf genuind}' multinlltural, even if it does not involve an explicit
foulS on that group's "culture," lor acknowledgment of that group's distinctive
(ran',hased) historical expt'riences is a form of the "recognition" that multitull ur,llislII enjoins.
1.0, Somel hing like tht'st, two strands appear to he present in Taylor's discussion
of Ronsst';l\I ("Politics 01 Recognition," I'p. H-15). (There is a similar account in
'lilylor's I-Ih",s of Alllhl'llti,'ily (Camhridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press,
1'.1')1.), Rousst';nl, according to Taylor, says that hierarchical, aristocratic socit'lit's l'Clnfertt'l1 ,I kind 01 recognition on persons - one that attached to their
parlinlbr I'bce allli rolt' in the social hierarchy; Rousseau c'alled for a form of
eI,'mo"",,'i.- recognilion thM involved seeing persons as etluals. This analysis appears to ,ll'kno\\'II'tlge a form 01 recognilion that docs I/l/t ft'quire equality, and
anotht'r lorllllhal is precisely of equality. Cultural recognition possesses the first
Il'atult' (thongh 11'11110111 the explicit ac'c'eptance of i/lequality).
1.1. In his hrit'f discussion of affirmative action ("Politics of Recognition,"
1', 40), Taylor ~U~~t'sts (without really saying so) that the purely individualistic,
"It'vel playing fidtl" argument does not even fully capture the impulse hehind
affirmalive ,1l'tion progmms themselves. So it may he that he too thinks that there
1("
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is an irreducihle "group identity" element in these pf()~rams - expressed in the
desire ftlf justice fur one's group -that transcends the purdy individu,llistic ;ICcount of them.
1.1.. In Aristocracy, Barher powerfully (if sometimes wilhout sufficient supporting argumentation) articulates a cOIKeption of education as civic education requiring a recognition of the communal nature of the educational enterprise. The
Carnegie report mentioned earlier is also an doquclIl statcment of this position.
1.3. Joan Scott. "The New University: Beyond Political Correctness," Roston
RelJiew '7, no. 1. (March-April 1991.). See also "DecollStructing the Campaignagainst Political Correctness," no. 1.5, Working ['allers in Cultural Studies. Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Camhridge. Octoher 1. 3. 1991.
1.4. See Saxton, Rise ofthe White Rep"Mic. and Roediger, Wages of Whiteness.
1. 5. Troy Duster, The f)ilJersity Project: Filial Report, Institute for the Study of
Social Change, University of California at Berkeley, November 1991, p. 60.
1.6. The Diversity Project report recommends that faculty mcmhers take some
responsihility f(lf promoting this senSl' of community through creating group
assignments in their classes, choosing the composition of those gmups at random, neither allowing students to choose their own ~rollp (which may simply
reinftlfce patterns of intergroup discomfort) nor picking the clllnposition of the
~f(}UPS on an explicitly racial or cultural hasis. The tltler would place the group
categ(lfies too much in the ftlfefront of the exercise, detral'ling from the educational focus that will in fact he mtlfe effective in promoting the sensc of interral-ial
comfort and connection.
1.7. For more general guiddines ahout reducing tensions hctween anti racism
or multiculturalism and community, especially regarding the K-Il. educational
context, see Blum, "Antiracism, Multiculturalism, and Interracial Community,"
pp. 111-1.0.
1.8. John Searle's "The Storm over the University." Nell' York Rt'lliew of Rooks,
Decemher 6, 1990, reprinted in f)el,atillg ['.c.. cd. Ilaul Berman (New York: Dell,
1991.), is a notahle exception til philosophers' general ahsen(l' inlhe puhlic arena.
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